
Luxury Closure Artisan
The art of high fashion in closures



Passion is the soul of Luxury. Artisans dedicate themselves to the pursuit of perfection

and their insatiable passion to create handmade treasures. A natural emphasis on the finest details

draw an appreciation to transformative materials and foster an exquisite, bespoke experience.

In the artisan’s world of excellence, each piece has textures that crave touch,  

colours that draw the eye, and an unforgettable feeling that creates a sense of being privileged.  

Impeccable closures that evoke desire, herald a new frontier of memories, pleasure, and elegance. 

Trends may come and go, but treasured masterpieces are forever. 

Luxury Closure Artisan
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Carat is the new measure of distinction and beauty  
to enrich the excellence of extraordinary

and exclusive products. 
Infinite combinations of precious and surprising materials, shapes and decorations,  

giving life to truly iconic objects, to create unexpected visual and tactile sensations

while representing the uniqueness of the brand.
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With a presence that conveys  
sleek confidence, Gravitas speaks to  
an indisputably elegant sensibility. 

Smooth textures accentuate the weight of the closure for a finish that is more

than meets the eye. Bold new materials deliver a luxuriously heavier weight  

for an outcome that is smooth and cool to the touch.
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An icon stands alone  
in all of its showstopping glory.  

Metal burnishes like silver, gold, and bronze reflect a painstakingly  

crafted ornamentation that elevates everything in its presence.  

Sublimely unforgettable textures, embossed using mechanical and digital technologies,  

communicate a deeper elegance and intricacy.  

Smooth to the touch, or delicately engraved, but always begging to be felt.

ICON
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Each knot of wood has been  
a silent witness to the passing of time.

Countless untold stories lie within the grain, simply waiting to be felt.  

Quiet strength becomes artistry and evokes textures that enhance  

the individuality of each unique closure.  

Every distinct essence of wood reveals hidden possibilities. 

ESSENCE
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Modern and appealing.

A timeless collection which reinvents the world of closures,

following the latest trends of design.  

Opéra conquers you with a combination of authentic,  

yet eccentric materials, giving it a noble, contemporary touch.  

Reinventing the tradition in a continuous search for true elegance. 
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Metropolitan
Contemporary and fascinating 

Bolshoi
Magnifying and exotic combinations

Opéra Garnier
Refined and sophisticated

La Scala
Elegant and classy matches

The Opera House
Distinctive and stylish

The Collection
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Guala Closures Group  
researches excellence worldwide.

Luxury Closure Artisan

R&D centres R&D centre for innovation technologies

Luxembourg - FoetzItaly - Spinetta Marengo

Bulgaria - Kazanlak

Mexico - San José Iturbide 

Uk - Kirkintilloch

Ukraine - Sumy

Production sites Sales offices

Global footprint, local touch

R&D centresProduction sites Sales offices

Global footprint, local touch

R&D centresProduction sites Sales offices
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For more information on any of our luxury range, please visit

www.luxury-gualaclosures.com 

or email us at

luxury@gualaclosures.com
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www.luxury-gualaclosures.com




